In the article by Funk et al, “Association of Implementation of Practice Standards for Electrocardiographic Monitoring With Nurses’ Knowledge, Quality of Care, and Patient Outcomes: Findings From the Practical Use of the Latest Standards of Electrocardiography (PULSE) Trial,” which initially published online February 7, 2017, and appears in the February 2017 issue of the journal (Circ Cardiovasc Qual Outcomes. 2017;10:e003132), two corrections were needed.

The following title for Table 5 was incorrect:

Table 5. Characteristics of Nurse Participants (N=4576 Unique Nurses)

The title for Table 5 should appear as follows:

Table 5. Age of Patients Observed for Measures of Quality of Care Related to ECG Monitoring (N=4576 Patients)

The following title for Table 7 was also incorrect:

Table 7. Characteristics of Nurse Participants: Continuous Variables (N=84 343 Unique Nurses)

The title for Table 7 should appear as follows:

Table 7. Age of Patients Evaluated for Mortality, In-Hospital Myocardial Infarction, and Not Surviving a Cardiac Arrest Event (N=84 343 Patients)

These corrections have been made to the final version of the article, which is available at http://circoutcomes.ahajournals.org/content/10/2/e003132.

The errors outlined in this correction notice were introduced during copyediting and typesetting. The publisher regrets these errors.
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